Parabrachial and hypothalamic interaction in sodium appetite
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Dayawansa S, Peckins S, Ruch S, Norgren R. Parabrachial and hypothalamic interaction in sodium appetite. Am J Physiol Regul Integr Comp Physiol 300: R1091–R1099, 2011. First published January 26, 2011; doi:10.1152/ajpregu.00615.2010.—Rats with bilateral lesions of the lateral hypothalamus (LH) fail to exhibit sodium appetite. Lesions of the parabrachial nuclei (PBN) also block salt appetite. The PBN projection to the LH is largely ipsilateral. If these deficits are functionally dependent, damaging the PBN on one side and the LH on the other should also block Na appetite. First, bilateral ibotenic acid lesions of the LH were needed because the electrolytic damage used previously destroyed both cells and axons. The ibotenic LH lesions produced substantial weight loss and eliminated Na appetite. Controls with ipsilateral PBN and LH lesions gained weight and displayed robust sodium appetite. The rats with asymmetric PBN-LH lesions also gained weight, but after sodium depletion consistently failed to increase intake of 0.5 M NaCl. These results dissociate loss of sodium appetite from the classic weight loss after LH damage and prove that Na appetite requires communication between neurons in the LH and the PBN.
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SALT APPETITE ARISES DURING sodium need or its hormonal mimics. It is usually assessed by measuring NaCl intake at concentrations rejected by animals in hydromineral balance (5, 38). Although the hormonal precursors of the Na (sodium) appetite and their neural targets are yielding to investigation, the neural mechanisms that change the hedonic value of the sapid stimulus remain elusive (6, 10). Bilateral lesions in the parabrachial nuclei (PBN), the second central gustatory relay in rodents, eliminate the expression of salt appetite (7, 8, 41, 43–45). Chronic decerebrate rats that have an intact PBN but no connections to the forebrain via the PBN projections to the limbic system exhibit sodium appetite. The PBN projection to the LH is largely ipsilateral. If these deficits are functionally dependent, damaging the PBN on one side and the LH on the other should also block Na appetite. First, bilateral ibotenic acid lesions of the LH were needed because the electrolytic damage used previously destroyed both cells and axons. The ibotenic LH lesions produced substantial weight loss and eliminated Na appetite. Controls with ipsilateral PBN and LH lesions gained weight and displayed robust sodium appetite. The rats with asymmetric PBN-LH lesions also gained weight, but after sodium depletion consistently failed to increase intake of 0.5 M NaCl. These results dissociate loss of sodium appetite from the classic weight loss after LH damage and prove that Na appetite requires communication between neurons in the LH and the PBN.
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The major terminal areas of the PBN in the limbic system: 1) amygdala, 2) bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, and 3) lateral hypothalamus (LH), each influence Na appetite to one degree or another (9, 36, 42, 56). These same areas also are connected to the PBN reciprocally, to one another (3, 21), and to key components in a proposed reward system: the prefrontal cortex, ventral tegmental area, and nucleus accumbens (22, 24, 47). This anatomical complexity confounds any simple prediction about the mechanisms through which the hedonic sign of parabrachial gustatory activity is altered by body sodium deficit.

The conventional approach to such an embarrassment of riches is to damage each of the forebrain targets in turn. As mentioned above, this approach has yielded valuable results. Bilateral damage to either the central nucleus of the amygdala (CNA) or the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis reduces the magnitude of a sodium appetite induced by body sodium deficits (9, 56). Bilateral electrolytic damage to the LH, however, essentially eliminates Na appetite, at least in naïve rats (42). This latter effect parallels the absence of the appetite after bilateral PBN damage (41). The first experiments (experiments 1A and 1B) in the current series parallel the earlier LH study but use excitotoxic rather than electrolytic lesions to determine whether the sodium appetite deficit results from damaging neurons or fibers of passage.

Despite the anatomical connections between the PBN and LH, similar or even identical effects do not prove that a functional relationship exists between the two structures in the elaboration of salt appetite. In the rat, the thalamocortical limb of the gustatory system has bilateral representation with considerable crossing of PBN axons in the massa intermedia (20, 29, 34, 33). The PBN projections to the limbic system, however, are substantially ipsilateral (20, 29). For this reason, it is possible to test the functional relationship between the PBN and the LH. If the connections between the two structures are necessary for Na appetite and if these connections are functionally ipsilateral, then damaging the PBN on one side and the LH on the other should have the same behavioral effect as bilateral lesions of either one (4). The second experiment (experiment 2) in this series tests this premise using rats with either asymmetrical damage to the PBN and LH, ipsilateral lesions of the same areas, or no damage, i.e., surgical controls. The ipsilateral group provides an almost perfect control in that the same two structures receive infusions of ibotenic acid (IBO), but on the same side of the brain. Thus, the contralateral PBN and LH and their interconnections remain intact. If the premise is correct, these rats should express a near normal Na appetite.

The animals used in this study were treated in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and the experimental protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the College of Medicine of The Pennsylvania State University.
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EXPERIMENT 1A

Methods

The methods and protocols employed were virtually identical in experiments 1A, 1B, and 2. Therefore, we describe the methods and protocols in detail for experiment 1A and only what differs for experiments 1B and 2. Similarly, the results for each experiment are summarized separately, and the accompanying discussions emphasize the differences between the current and prior results.

Animals and maintenance. Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (n = 35; Charles River, Wilmington, MA) weighed between 476 and 517 g at the time of surgery. The rats were assigned to groups by matching body weights, and they were individually housed in stainless steel hanging wire-mesh cages in a colony room with automatically controlled temperature (21°C), humidity, ventilation, and light cycle (12:12-h light-dark, lights on at 0700 h). The salt appetite tests were conducted in metabolism cages. All tests occurred during the light phase.

Before testing, the rats ate standard laboratory chow (rodent diet cat. no. W8604; Harlan Teklad, Madison, WI). During the salt appetite experiments, they were given an Na-free powdered diet (Harlan-Teklad, diet cat. no. 90228; 0.02% Na, wt/wt) with or without added NaCl. Deionized distilled water (dH2O) was available ad libitum in graduated cylinders. Fluid intake (to 0.5 ml), food consumption, and body weight were measured daily.

Surgery. The rats were water deprived overnight, and ~15 min prior to surgery they were weighed and injected with atropine (0.1 mg/kg ip) and gentamycin (6.0 mg ip). Subsequently, they were anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium (50 mg/kg ip) and mounted in a stereotaxic apparatus equipped with blunt ear bars (David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA). Supplemental doses of barbiturate (5 mg; typically every 45 min) were given to maintain surgical levels of anesthesia throughout the procedure. Body temperature was monitored and maintained at 36 ± 1°C with a heating pad. The scalp was opened with a midline incision, and the skull leveled between β and λ by adjusting the bite bar. Two holes (ø=1.0 mm diameter) were drilled into the skull positioned bilaterally above the LH centered at −3.0 mm from β and 2.0 mm lateral to the midline. The skull surface and dura were moistened frequently with physiological saline.

The experimental group (n = 26) received bilateral LH lesions (LHx) positioned stereotaxically at −3.0 mm from β, 2.0 mm lateral, and 8.8 mm deep to the skull surface. Each injection occurred over 25 min via the needle of a 1.0-μl Hamilton syringe filled with freshly prepared IBO (0.5 μl, 20 μg/μl in PBS, pH 7.4; Research Biochemicals, Natick, MA). Infusions were made manually. Following both infusions, the skull holes were packed with Gelfoam, and the scalp was closed with wound clips. Three rats failed to recover from surgery, leaving the final number at 23. Nine additional rats served as controls; of these, six underwent sham surgery (sham group) as described above, except they received a saline injection (0.5 μl) instead of IBO, and the remaining three served as nonsurgical controls. After surgery, all animals were returned to their individual cages with ad libitum access to standard lab chow and water for at least 3 days prior to being killed. The surgery proceeded as described above. Each rat was pretreated with atropine, anesthetized, and placed in the stereotaxic apparatus, and the skull was exposed and leveled. Two holes were drilled in the skull centered 12 mm behind β and 2 mm lateral to the mid sagittal suture.

Gustatory neurons in the PBN were located bilaterally by recording multiunit responses with a glass-insulated tungsten electrode (Z = 0.5–1.2 MΩ at 1.0 kHz) while stimulating the anterior tongue with 0.3–1.0 M NaCl and rinsing with dH2O. Initial penetrations were placed 12.0 mm posterior to β and 1.8 mm lateral to the mid sagittal suture with the search electrode oriented 20 degrees off vertical with the tip rostral, thus avoiding the transverse sinus. Neural activity was amplified conventionally and monitored with an oscilloscope and speaker. Testing for gustatory responses began following a conspicuous drop in background activity, indicating that the electrode had passed through the cerebellum into the pons. Once the gustatory zone was identified, the search electrode was replaced with a double-barrel micropipette with a tungsten electrode on one side (Z = 0.3–1.0 MΩ at 1.0 kHz) and the other side glued onto the needle of a 2.0-μl Hamilton syringe filled with mineral oil. Immediately prior to injecting, the syringe was backfilled with a 2% WGA-HRP solution (Sigma). The gustatory zone of the PBN was relocated with the attached electrode, and then 0.2 μl WGA-HRP was injected with a manual microdrive over 10 min. The pipette was left in situ 10 min more before removal, and then the holes in the skull were filled with Gelfoam, and the skin incision was closed.

The rats were allowed to survive for 72 h—ample time for anterograde and retrograde axonal transport—and were then anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium (50–75 mg ip). The rats were immediately perfused transcardially with warm (37°C) physiological saline for 10 min, then a 2.5% gluteraldehyde solution in PBS for 20 min, and finally a 20-min perfusion with 5% sucrose dissolved in cold PBS. The brains were removed from the skull and stored in 5% sucrose PBS at 4°C. Subsequently, they were cut on a freezing microtome at 40 μm and then mounted in three alternating series. The sections then underwent the Gibson tetramethyl benzidine reaction, yielding a blue HRP reaction product (11, 23). One series was cleared in xylene and then coverslipped; the other two were stained with either cresyl violet or neutral red prior to covering.

The remaining rats (17 LHx and 3 sham) were anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium (50–75 mg ip) and perfused transcardially for 8 min with physiological saline, followed immediately with 10% un-
buffered formalin for 20 min. The brains were then removed from the skulls and immersed in a cold 30% sucrose-10% formalin solution for 1 to 2 days. The brains were blocked, frozen, and cut coronally in 50-μm sections and then mounted in two alternating series. In experiments 1A and B, one series was stained with cresyl violet and the other with the Weil myelin staining procedure. In experiment 2, the second series was stained for the specific neuronal protein NeuN, using standard immunohistochemical techniques (17, 27). The adequacy of the lesions was judged primarily from the Cresyl violet series by comparing the areas without neurons with similar sections from the control brains (16, 20).

Results

Histology. Lesions. Cresyl violet-stained sections revealed differential placement of the lesions along the anterior-posterior axis (35). The area of common damage extended from −2.6 mm to −3.7 mm posterior to β, and included the LH lateral to the fornix and mamillothalamic tracts from the level of the midventromedial nucleus to its posterior boundary (see Fig. 1A, for an example). The neuronal loss often extended dorsally into the subthalamic nucleus and the zona incerta. In individual rats, the lesions stretched > 1.2 mm anterior and 0.7 mm caudal to the common area, but these extremes were not associated with unique behavioral deficits. In one rat, the lesions missed part of the LH on both sides; its behavioral data were not included.

Axon sparing. In lesioned rats, the WGA-HRP tracing procedure demonstrated intact PBN axons passing through the LH (Fig. 1, A–D). Additionally, there was retrograde and anterograde labeling apparent in the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, amygdala, and thalamus, as well as some retrogradely labeled neurons in the insular cortex. Thus, both ascending and descending projections between the forebrain and the PBN remained intact. There was no observable difference in the quality of reaction product in these nuclei between sham and LHx rats except in the LH itself. The rats with LHx appeared to have less reaction product there than the surgical controls, presumably due to the cell damage produced by the IBO, i.e., the lack of retrogradely labeled neurons.

Behavior. Food, water, and body weight. Compared with controls, the 23 rats with LHx drank less water for the first two postoperative days \(F(46,667) = 2.6, P < 0.001\) and ate less food for four postoperative days \(F(46,667) = 8.18, P < 0.001\) both with N-K post hoc tests. Unlike the two control groups, the LHx rats lost weight following surgery (48.8 ± 10.1 g) between the four presurgical days and four postsurgical days \(F(46,667) = 10.55, P < 0.001\,\text{Fig. 2A}\). This loss persisted for 10 days. For the remaining 10 days prior to the first test period, they regained weight but never exceeded their presurgical means. By the end of the same 20-day period, both control groups exceeded their preoperative weights but did not differ from one another \(F(1,7) = 2.65, P = 0.15\). Rats with LHx were lighter than the combined control group from postoperative day 4 until postoperative day 20 \(F(23,690) = 16.3, P < 0.001\,\text{Fig. 2A}\).

Sodium appetite. The control groups \((n = 6 \text{ and } n = 3)\) did not differ from one another on any of the Na appetite measures \(F(1,7) = 0.28, P = 0.61\), and thus their data were combined for the remaining statistical analysis \((n = 9)\). There were three trials, spaced a week apart. In the first two, all of the rats received Furo; in the third, they all received an injection of saline. The ANOVA comparing groups across test days revealed significant main effects and interactions during NaCl consumption \(F(2,60) = 9.99, P < 0.001\,\text{Fig. 3A}\). The specific effects derive from post hoc N-K tests. Compared with their own saline trial, in the first Furo test the rats with LHx failed to express an Na appetite \((P = 0.42)\). On the second Furo trial, their intake of 0.5 M NaCl did exceed the saline test \((P < 0.04)\). The combined control group displayed a significant

Fig. 1. Darkfield photomicrographs of coronal sections showing wheat germ agglutinin-horseradish peroxidase (WGA-HRP) reaction product in the ventral forebrain after an infusion of the tracer into the pontine parabrachial nuclei. Dorsal is up, medial to the left. Top: reaction product (orange) is visible in the lateral hypothalamus (LH) and the central nucleus of the amygdala (CNA). A: LH lesion. B: control. Note that the CNA is filled with reaction product in both brains. Bottom: higher power photomicrographs of the LH reveal a pattern of dots and haze. The dots represent retrogradely labeled cell bodies; the haze is a mixture of retrogradely and anterogradely labeled neural processes, i.e., axons and preterminal arbors. C: LH lesion. D: control. The core of the LH lesion eliminated all retrograde and anterograde labels. More medially, in the perifornical region, considerable reaction product remains. F, fornix; IC, internal capsule; OT, optic tract.
sodium appetite on both Furo trials \((P < 0.035\) and \(P < 0.001\), respectively). Both groups increased their NaCl intake from trial 1 to trial 2, but the change was significant only for the controls (LHx, \(P > 0.135\); control, \(P < 0.001\)). Finally, in trial 3 (saline injection), the LHx and control groups ingested equivalent amounts of NaCl, \(P > 0.60\). In each of the Furo tests, however, the LHx rats licked less (0.5 M) salt than the controls, but the difference was significant only in trial 2 (Furo, \(P < 0.001\); Furo, trial 1: LHx/controls = 70%, \(P > 0.15\); Furo, trial 2: LHx/controls = 49%, \(P < 0.001\)). At the earlier measurements (15, 30, 60, and 120 min) the trends were similar to those at 24 h, but few of the differences were statistically significant.

**WATER CONSUMPTION.** On each of the three trial days, the rats had simultaneous access to water and 0.51 M NaCl. After both Furo and the saline injections, the rats with LHx and their controls drank similar amounts of water \([F(2,60) = 0.63, P = 0.54]\).

**Discussion.** Bilateral IBO lesions of the LH blunt sodium appetite but do not eliminate it. The present data replicate earlier experiments with electrolytic lesions but, in those studies, sodium appetite was virtually eliminated \((54)\). The difference could reflect the axonal destruction produced with electrolytic damage, the location of the lesions, or their volume. We demonstrated that many PBN axons survive IBO LHx, but this does not prove that fibers of passage account for the differential effect on NaCl intake. The rationale for tracing axons from the PBN in this experiment arises from the fact that bilateral damage to these pontine nuclei also eliminates Na appetite \((7, 41)\) and that parabrachial axons pass through areas normally destroyed by LHx \((54, 29)\). While reliable and often dramatic, tracing axonal projections is not quantifiable. Because the current deficit was merely less severe than after electrolytic lesions and it remains possible that some fibers of passage were damaged, we cannot conclude that the decrease in sodium appetite resulted from damaging intrinsic neurons of the hypothalamus.

Location seems an unlikely factor for explaining the difference in the degree of Na appetite, because collectively our lesions spanned the length of the LH; most overlapped those of Wolf \((54)\) and their relative position did not correlate with the severity of the sodium appetite deficit. The relative size of the lesions is difficult to assess because the two methods of producing them result in differential scarring. Experiment 1B addresses this issue by using IBO to induce more extensive LH damage.

**EXPERIMENT 1B**

**Introduction**

Based on their location, the lesions in the experiment 1A rats were classified as either anterior or posterior. These differences in the LH damage had little or no effect on the degree of reduction in Na appetite. They did influence the behavioral results on several other tests, which are not reported here. This prompted a second iteration with the same paradigms in three groups of rats with lesions targeted anterior to those in experiment 1A (Ant), posterior to experiment 1A (Post), and double, i.e., both anterior and posterior IBO infusions (Dbl). Again, the Na appetite results did not differ across groups \([F(2,14) = 0.44, P = 0.65]\), so they were collapsed into a single group (LHx).

**Methods**

**Surgery.** Male, Sprague-Dawley rats \((n = 26)\) weighing between of 440 and 490 g at surgery were used in this experiment. The procedures followed those used for experiment 1A except for the following details. The anterior IBO injections \((0.5 \mu l, 20 \mu g/\mu l)\) were placed at \(-2.5 \text{ mm caudal}\) to \(\beta\) and the posterior ones at \(-3.1 \text{ mm}\). The double injections were made at the same two locations, but only 0.4 \(\mu l\) was infused at each site. As previously, in all cases the needle was positioned 2.0 mm right and left of the midsagittal suture and 8.8 mm below the skull surface. Three rats had double infusions but saline was used instead of IBO; they served as surgical controls (sham). The remaining four rats were nonsurgical controls. Five Ant, 4 Post, and 6 Dbl rats died within 10 days following surgery. Of the 24 surviving rats, the group numbers were 6 Ant, 5 Post, 6 Dbl, 3 sham, and 4 nonsurgical controls.

**Histology.** Two Dbl, 1 Ant, 1 Post, and 1 sham rat underwent the WGA-HRP tracing protocol. The remaining surgical rats were perfused with formalin, and the brains were sectioned and stained in alternating series with cresyl violet or Weil as in experiment 1A.

**Sodium appetite test.** The sodium appetite protocol was identical to that described in experiment 1A, except that only a single Furo trial was administered followed 1 wk later by a saline trial.
Teklad chow with 20 ml of an equal mixture of dH2O and intake. Each rat received sweetened wet mash (50 g powdered remaining animals were closely monitored for food and water and 1 Ant), the WGA-HRP tracing pattern was similar to that hypothalamus. The remaining 14 LHx rats had lesions consis- amygdala. In four rats the damage did extend into the medial tent with those described for experiment IA. Histology. On average, these lesions were larger than those in experiment IA. Nevertheless, all of them were confined below the medial lemniscus, and none spread laterally into the amyg- data. In four rats the damage did extend into the medial hypothalamus. The remaining 14 LHx rats had lesions consist- ent with those described for experiment IA. In two rats (1 Dbl and 1 Ant), the WGA-HRP tracing pattern was similar to that described for experiment IA. The remaining two brains (1 Dbl and 1 Post) failed to show transport in the brain. Some reaction product lined the ventricles, however, suggesting that the tracer flowed up along the pipette shaft rather than diffusing into the PBN.

Food and body weight. Six rats died following surgery. The remaining animals were closely monitored for food and water intake. Each rat received sweetened wet mash (50 g powdered Teklad chow with 20 ml of an equal mixture of dH2O and sweetened condensed milk; Carnation). If a rat did not resume drinking after 2 days, it was given 9.0 ml of the milk-H2O mixture twice a day by gavage until fluid intake resumed. Despite this intervention, nine more rats died. From the first postoperative day, the remaining rats with LHx were lighter than the combined control group \( F(2,14) = 21.2, P < 0.001, \text{Fig. 2B} \). Within 4 days, the LHx rats had lost more than 80 g from their presurgical weight, and they failed to regain it over the 20-day observation period (weight difference at day 20 = 85.9 ± 14.0 g). Throughout this period the controls were gaining weight so that by day 20 they were 123.62 ± 14.8 g (24.6%) heavier than the LHx group.

Sodium appetite. Twenty-four rats were tested (6 Dbl, 6 Ant, 5 Post, and 7 control). Across all measurement times, NaCl intake did not differ for the 3 LHx groups \( F(2,14) = 0.44, P = 0.65 \) or between the two sets of controls \( F(1,5) = 1.78, P = 0.24 \). Thus, the rats with LH damage (LHx, \( n = 17 \)) were combined into a single group and compared with the combined controls (\( n = 7 \)). In the Furo and saline trials, the controls consumed 14.4 ± 4.3 ml and 7.14 ± 2.4 ml of NaCl over 24 h, respectively. In the same period, the LHx group ingested 3.0 ± 0.45 ml and 4.82 ± 2.17 ml, respectively [Fig. 3B; \( F(1,22) = 5.62, P < 0.03 \)]. During the Furo test, the controls drank more NaCl than in the other three tests (i.e., LHx, Furo and saline; controls, saline; \( P < 0.05 \)). Intake of these latter three tests did not differ from each other (\( P > 0.05 \)).

Water consumption during salt appetite trials. Rats with LHx drank less water in the Furo (21.8 ± 2.97 ml) and saline trials (14.1 ± 3.63 ml) than the controls, 66.0 ± 4.21 ml and 37.1 ± 3.58 ml, respectively [\( F(1,22) = 6.75, P = 0.02 \)]. The controls consumed more water during the Furo than the saline trial (\( P < 0.001 \)), but the LHx rats did not (\( P = 0.19 \)).

RESULTS

Histology. On average, these lesions were larger than those in experiment IA. Nevertheless, all of them were confined below the medial lemniscus, and none spread laterally into the amygdala. In four rats the damage did extend into the medial hypothalamus. The remaining 14 LHx rats had lesions consistent with those described for experiment IA. In two rats (1 Dbl and 1 Ant), the WGA-HRP tracing pattern was similar to that described for experiment IA. The remaining two brains (1 Dbl and 1 Post) failed to show transport in the brain. Some reaction product lined the ventricles, however, suggesting that the tracer flowed up along the pipette shaft rather than diffusing into the PBN.

Food and body weight. Six rats died following surgery. The remaining animals were closely monitored for food and water intake. Each rat received sweetened wet mash (50 g powdered Teklad chow with 20 ml of an equal mixture of dH2O and sweetened condensed milk; Carnation). If a rat did not resume drinking after 2 days, it was given 9.0 ml of the milk-H2O mixture twice a day by gavage until fluid intake resumed. Despite this intervention, nine more rats died. From the first postoperative day, the remaining rats with LHx were lighter than the combined control group \( F(23,552) = 21.2, P < 0.001, \text{Fig. 2B} \). Within 4 days, the LHx rats had lost more than 80 g from their presurgical weight, and they failed to regain it over the 20-day observation period (weight difference at day 20 = 85.9 ± 14.0 g). Throughout this period the controls were gaining weight so that by day 20 they were 123.62 ± 14.8 g (24.6%) heavier than the LHx group.

Sodium appetite. Twenty-four rats were tested (6 Dbl, 6 Ant, 5 Post, and 7 control). Across all measurement times, NaCl intake did not differ for the 3 LHx groups \( F(2,14) = 0.44, P = 0.65 \) or between the two sets of controls \( F(1,5) = 1.78, P = 0.24 \). Thus, the rats with LH damage (LHx, \( n = 17 \)) were combined into a single group and compared with the combined controls (\( n = 7 \)). In the Furo and saline trials, the controls consumed 14.4 ± 4.3 ml and 7.14 ± 2.4 ml of NaCl over 24 h, respectively. In the same period, the LHx group ingested 3.0 ± 0.45 ml and 4.82 ± 2.17 ml, respectively [Fig. 3B; \( F(1,22) = 5.62, P < 0.03 \)]. During the Furo test, the controls drank more NaCl than in the other three tests (i.e., LHx, Furo and saline; controls, saline; \( P < 0.05 \)). Intake of these latter three tests did not differ from each other (\( P > 0.05 \)).

Water consumption during salt appetite trials. Rats with LHx drank less water in the Furo (21.8 ± 2.97 ml) and saline trials (14.1 ± 3.63 ml) than the controls, 66.0 ± 4.21 ml and 37.1 ± 3.58 ml, respectively [\( F(1,22) = 6.75, P = 0.02 \)]. The controls consumed more water during the Furo than the saline trial (\( P < 0.001 \)), but the LHx rats did not (\( P = 0.19 \)).

DISCUSSION

Compared with experiment IA, these rats with bilateral LHx lost more weight initially than their controls (86.0 ± 14.0 g vs. 48.8 ± 10.1 g). In addition, the first group began to regain
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Fig. 3. Mean ± SE 24-h intake of 0.51 M NaCl across Na appetite trials. A: experiment IA: rats with bilateral ibotenic acid LHx (\( n = 23 \)) ingested less NaCl than controls (\( n = 9 \)) in the second furosemide (Furo) trial \( ^*P < 0.05 \), but they did not differ during the saline trial. During the first Furo trial, the NaCl intake of the LHx rats was similar to that during the second Furo and saline trials \( P = 0.14, 0.43 \). Control rats consumed more NaCl during the second Furo trial than the first \( P = 0.0001 \), but their intake during both Furo trials was more than the saline trial \( P = 0.03; 0.0001 \). B: experiment IB: rats with larger bilateral LHx (\( n = 18 \)) ingested less NaCl than the controls (\( n = 7 \)) during the Furo trial \( ^*P < 0.05 \) but not during the saline trial. Rats with LHx consumed equivalent volumes of NaCl during both the Furo and saline trials \( P = 0.51 \). The controls, however, ingested more NaCl after the Furo injection than after saline \( P = 0.01 \). C: experiment 2: rats with asymmetric lesions of the parabrachial nuclei and the LH (\( n = 13 \), Asym) ingested less NaCl than their controls (\( n = 10 \)) on each of 3 Furo trials but not after the saline test \( ^*P < 0.05 \). The Asym group actually ingested equivalent amounts of NaCl on 3 Furo and the saline trials. The controls, however, consumed more NaCl during the second and third Furo trials than the first. The saline test was done between the second and third Furo trials, but the results are depicted last in the graph for clarity.
weight quickly. The second set never regained weight despite measures to encourage it, i.e., normally preferred food or even gavage. The LHx rats of experiment 1A also showed, at best, a modest reduction in sodium appetite. The more extensive LH damage in experiment 1B virtually eliminated the appetite. As expected with IBO lesions, in both sets of experimental animals the histology demonstrated that axons originating in the PBN pass intact through or near the LH. Thus, these deficits associated with LH damage appear to reflect the loss of intrinsic neurons (50).

Nevertheless, the correlation between body weight loss and lack of Na appetite leaves the nature of the deficits open. Both symptoms could reflect a broad inability to link physiological deficits with compensatory ingestive behavior such as eating or drinking (25, 48). The fact that lesion volume seems to be an important variable in the magnitude of all three deficits supports such an inference.

A common mechanism would be more difficult to support if the feeding and Na appetite effects could be experimentally dissociated. As stated previously, bilateral lesions of the PBN result in Na appetite deficits that closely match those seen after LH damage but without substantial or chronic weight loss (13, 41). Because of this similarity and the predominantly ipsilateral projections from the PBN to the ventral forebrain, we hypothesized that damaging the PBN on one side of the brain and the LH on the other would eliminate Na appetite without concomitant aphagia or weight loss. The following experiment tests this hypothesis using the same Na appetite regimen and these asymmetrical lesions.

**EXPERIMENT 2**

**Methods**

Twenty-three Sprague-Dawley rats ranging from 357 to 552 g on the day of the surgery were housed and maintained as described previously.

**Surgery.** Following acclimatization, 19 rats received LH and PBN IBO lesions. One set of rats received PBN damage in one side and LH damage in the other side [asymmetrical (Asym group), n = 13]. The second group had LH and PBN lesions on the same side [ipsilateral (Ipsi group); n = 6]. In both groups lesion placement was counter-balanced. The procedures were identical to those described in experiment 1A for the LHx and PBN tracing. The sole difference was that, for the PBN, an infusion of 0.2 μl of IBO was substituted for the WGA-HRP tracer used previously. There were four unoperated controls. At all measured intervals, NaCl intake of the Ipsi group and the controls did not differ [F(1,8) = 0.07; P = 0.80], so their data were collapsed into a single control group.

**Sodium appetite.** Four salt appetite trials were conducted. Trials 1, 2, and 4 were with Furo; trial 3 used a saline injection. In experiment 2, the Furo dose was 10 mg/kg sc (range 5.3–5.5 mg). Prior data indicate that the Na appetites produced by 5.0 to 7.0 mg doses do not differ significantly (19). During this experiment, urine was collected and the volume measured three times: 24 h prior to the Furo and saline injections, 3 h immediately after the injections, and again from 3 to 21 h postinjection.

**Results**

**Surgery.** There was no postoperative mortality.

**Histology.** With a single exception, the LHx of both the Asym and Ipsi rats were centered at 2.9 ± 0.36 mm posterior to β (Fig. 4B). The exception (rat no. 6–28) had a more rostral LH lesion (~1.8 mm) along with adequate PBN damage. The PBN lesions were centered 9.5 ± 0.24 mm caudal to β. Eight rats had lesions essentially confined to the medial PBN. The remaining 11 rats had complete medial PBN damage that extended into the lateral half of the nuclei to varying degrees (Fig. 4C).

The extent of the damage was almost equally distributed between the Asym and Ipsi groups. The underlying trigeminal motor nucleus was not involved in any of the lesions, but the supratrigeminal area or the locus coeruleus was encroached on in some rats. The LH and PBN lesions were adequate in all rats in both the Asym and Ipsi groups, so all of their data were included in the analysis.
Food, water, and body weight. In the 5-day baseline before each of the 2-day Na appetite tests, body weight did not differ by group, even though the rats did gain weight across the entire observation period [groups: F(1,21) = 0.10, P = 0.75; days: F(19,399) = 56.7, P < 0.001]. Similarly, between groups, average food intake differed by only a gram [Asym = 21.9 ± 1.71 g/day, controls = 22.9 ± 1.90 g/day; F(1,21) = 3.26, P = 0.09]. Nevertheless, eating did increase across the experiment [F(19,399) = 41.70, P < 0.001]. Despite the parallels in weight and food intake, baseline drinking did differ [Asym = 18.4 ± 1.36 ml/day, control = 24.7 ± 2.00 ml/day; F(1,21) = 17.0, P < 0.001).

In the 24 h prior to the Furo injections, the Asym rats continued to drink less than their controls [23.6 ± 3.61 ml vs. 33.8 ± 3.16 ml; F(1,21) = 17.3, P < 0.001]. The following day, in the Na appetite test, both groups drank similar amounts during the first and third tests, but the Asym rats ingested less water than controls during the second test [16.2 ± 1.9 ml vs. 33.9 ± 2.4 ml; F(1,21) = 6.7, P < 0.02; N-K post hoc: test 1, P = 0.82; test 2, P = 0.012; test 3, P = 0.81].

Urine output. Three hours following the Furo injection, urine volumes of both groups of rats were essentially identical [17.1 ± 0.75 vs. 17.5 ± 1.02; F(1,21) = 0.80, P = 0.66]. The post-Furo urine volumes (3-21 h), however, did differ [F(1,21) = 8.42, P = 0.01]. The urine output of rats with asymmetrical lesions (12.8 ± 1.5 ml) was lower than the control group (19.0 ± 2.6 ml). Urine volumes of the rats with asymmetrical lesions showed a similar difference from controls during the 24-h collection period prior to the Furo injection [11.9 ± 0.8 ml vs.16.9 ± 1.5 ml, respectively, F(1,21) = 14.13, P < 0.001].

Sodium appetite. During baseline, the mean NaCl consumption of the Asym rats (n = 13, 0.7 ± 0.3 ml) and controls (n = 10, 1.0 ± 0.4 ml) did not differ [F(1,21) = 1.18, P = 0.3]. In the three Furo trials, after 24 h the control rats consumed 14.1 ± 2.5 ml, 17.7 ± 2.4 ml, and 17.3 ± 2.4 ml of 0.5 M NaCl, respectively. In the same period, the Asym group ingested 2.23 ± 0.89 ml, 3.15 ± 0.69 ml, and 3.77 ± 1.26 ml NaCl. During the saline trial, the control rats ingested 2.3 ± 0.7 ml of NaCl in 24 h and the Asym rats, 0.5 ± 0.2 ml [Fig. 3C; F(3,63) = 16.61, P < 0.001, N-K, P < 0.02]. At each of the four earlier measurements (15, 30, 60, and 120 min), on all three Furo trials the NaCl intake of the control rats exceeded the Asym group by a factor of >5.0. All save one of these comparisons was significant (N-K: P > 0.05 to < 0.001). For the single exception, Furo 1 at 30 min, the control to Asym intake ratio was 5.81 (2.9:0.5 ml), but due to variance among the controls, the difference was marginal (P < 0.07).

After a saline injection (trial 3), the rats with Asym lesions ingested similar amounts of NaCl compared with their own three Furo tests (N-K: P = 0.25, 0.28, 0.18, respectively). Their Furo NaCl intakes also were similar to the control values during the saline trial (P > 0.75). The control intake during the saline trial, however, was substantially less than on their own Furo trials (P < 0.001, for each comparison).

Discussion

Asymmetrical lesions of the PBN on one side and the LHx on the other eliminate the expression of sodium appetite elicited by Furo. Following a Furo injection, sodium consumption of rats with asymmetrical lesions was significantly lower than controls at 15, 30, 60, 120 min, and 24 h. Essentially, identical lesions of the same structures, but ipsilateral to one another, had little or no effect on the behavior. Bilateral damage to either the LH or PBN also blocks Na appetite (7, 8, and 42). Thus, to raise a sodium appetite, a functional connection must exist between these two areas.

Prior anatomical and electrophysiological evidence supports this inference. Axons arising from the PBN reach the LH and neurons in the LH project back to the PBN (29, 39). Some of these connections are related to gustatory function because PBN taste neurons can be both ortho- and antidromically driven from the LH (3, 21, 28, 29).

Neither the current data nor the prior investigations determined which connections are critical, but the projections from the PBN are strongly ipsilateral and some do cross laterally after that activity.

The functions of the reciprocal LH connections remain obscure and are complicated by similar, extensive projections from other forebrain areas, such as the amygdala and insular cortex (3, 21; in hamster). Electrical stimulation of the central nucleus of the amygdala considerably sharpens the response profiles of PBN taste cells, but similar data are not yet available for the LH-PBN interaction (21).

Response profile sharpening via centrifugal connections is common in sensory physiology, so its occurrence within the gustatory system is not surprising. Sharpening presumably produces better sensory discrimination, perhaps permitting an animal to better focus attention. When the reciprocal influence arises from the limbic system, the elements of attention involved could be the motivational and hedonic attributes of gustatory stimuli (32). In fact, a forebrain index of reward, dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens produced when rats lick sucrose, is blunted by PBN lesions but not by damage to the thalamic taste area (16).

Another, more prosaic explanation for the effects of asymmetric PBN-LHx on Na appetite arises from the well-established integrative control of the hypothalamus on regulatory systems combined with the restricted goal of this particular need state. The deficit needing restitution is an element (sodium) that is detected in the external environment only by the gustatory system. In this scenario, the LH orchestrates the appropriate behavior (as well as endocrine and autonomic responses) based on the animal’s physiological need. The PBN taste neurons supply the sensory information needed to guide the behavior. Because each system is required for the behavioral adjustment to proceed (and both are effectively ipsilateral), damaging them on opposite sides of the brain cashiers the response.

The logic supporting this explanation appears straightforward, but it is both limited and fragile. The autonomic and endocrine aspects of hypothalamic regulatory functions, including Na appetite, are neither ipsilateral nor confined to the brain. Indeed, the behavior involved in seeking out and ingesting sodium is not ipsilateral. This restricts the critical hypothalamic functions to processing neural information that is ipsilateral, perhaps just gustatory, afferent activity.

Not even all taste activity fits that bill. Bilateral PBN lesions that prevent the expression of Na appetite do not necessarily reduce gustatory detection thresholds for sucrose or NaCl (43). Thus, rats with PBN lesions can use gustatory information in other tasks. In addition, if rats have had experience with Na appetite prior to surgery, then bilateral PBN damage fails to prevent its subsequent expression (41). These observations increase the specificity of the sensory information that needs to be processed via these reciprocal PBN-LH connections: not all gustatory information, nor all gustatory projections, nor memories related to the Na appetite experience.

A third explanation for the failure of Na appetite in the rats with asymmetric PBN-LH damage is parallel to, but more indirect, than the former two. In this case the brain damage could prevent the diuretic response to the Furo itself, block the normal endocrine responses to the electrolyte loss, or suppress the central responses to the endocrine fluxes. In experiment 2, the urine output 3 h after a Furo injection was almost identical in both groups, indicating that the rats with asymmetrical lesions responded appropriately to the diuretic. The only data relevant to possible changes in endocrine responses is indirect at best. Although the rats with lesions drank somewhat less water than their controls, the relationship was consistent across all four test sequences and specifically before and after each Furo injection. Thus, it seems unlikely that the lesions dramatically altered endocrine responses, at least those resulting from the diuretic. With the present data, the final possibility, that the central damage interfered with central sensing of endocrine fluxes, cannot be excluded (10). Nevertheless, the fact that the destruction in the PBN and the LH was unilateral militates against this explanation. If unilateral damage to either structure was sufficient, then the rats with
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ipsilateral PBN-LH damage would also fail to respond. In fact, they exhibit a robust sodium appetite.

Despite this winnowing of possible hypothalamic functions, the data do not determine how the PBN-LH interaction brings about expression of the appetite. Although both the PBN and LH limbs have monosynaptic connections to the other, the effects observed with these asymmetric lesions do not depend on a closed loop. They require only that the critical neural activity be functionally confined to one side of the brain.

This latter restriction probably explains why asymmetric lesions block Na appetite but have little, if any, effect on water intake or weight regulation. Classically, bilateral LH lesions produce anorexia, weight loss, and adipsia (48). Following the equally dramatic overeating and weight gain attending medial hypothalamic damage (1), this lateral hypothalamic syndrome was the impetus for research on the neural mechanisms of energy and fluid balance regulation that continues apace (26, 52). The recognition that LH destruction also interfered with Na appetite completed the motivational triad for ingestive behavior (53).

Our bilateral IBO lesions in the LH replicated these findings. Eight rats died in the second cohort despite access to highly preferred foods and even gavage. All of the LH rats that survived weighed less than their controls. Prior work with excitotoxic lesions indicated that most, if not all, of the energy and fluid balance disruptions resulted from destroying hypothalamic neurons rather than passing axons (49). The current experiments added Na appetite to the list of intrinsic LH functions. We included tracer injections to demonstrate that, after ibotenate lesions of the LH, parabrachial axons nevertheless reached their remaining forebrain targets. In the subsequent asymmetric PBN-LH experiment, none of the rats died and their body weight did not differ from controls. The Asym rats did consistently ingest less water than their controls, but compared with the classic lateral hypothalamic syndrome, the deficit was mild. Thus, these asymmetric lesions dissociated the feeding, drinking, and body weight effects of LH damage from the control of Na appetite.

Intrinsic hypothalamic regulatory systems can be differentiated based on their neurotransmitters, peptides, and receptors (15, 52). The present series of experiments specifically tested the separation of energy and water balance from Na appetite based on extra-hypothalamic mechanisms. Sodium appetite requires gustatory afferent activity. Feeding and drinking use taste, but the sensory information needed to guide the consummatory behaviors is more heterogeneous and thus not affected by PBN damage (30).

Perspective and Significance

This observation leads to a final point. The hypothalamus has reigned over regulatory systems and basic biological motivations for more than 50 years. For a period that hegemony was challenged by evidence implicating the caudal brain stem and peripheral feedback in the behavior and autonomic outcomes of these hypothalamic functions (14, 31, and 37). Subsequent discoveries of hormonal and peptidergic regulatory circuits within the hypothalamus have not so much supplanted this broader view as overwhelmed it with molecular detail and precision (18, 40). In fact, the original challenges were demonstrations that hypothalamic functions required access to the brain stem sensorimotor apparatus for their expression. The emphasis was largely on motor functions because the focus was motivated behavior. The current experiments fill out this view by emphasizing that these same hypothalamic functions require access to peripheral sensory activity to initiate, orient, and guide motivated behavior.
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